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Factor has been wreaking havoc with the small
port cities in the area.
In early February, Chief Zallocco ordered
his tribe to attack and capture the city of
Mezor. The attack was apparently prompted by
a desperate need to acquire enough wealth to
pay the Zamzow's huge contingent of mercenaries. The attack was completely successful and
the city was partially looted. Chief Zallocco
was so pleased with his success that he decided
(with strong urging from the mercenary leaders)
that he should attack the nearby city of Waldin.
Several weeks later, the Zamzow appeared
before the city of Waldin and, despite a valiant
defense by the city defenders, captured the
city. With the city captured, Zallocco released
his mercenaries to loot and pillage the city.
StarMaster
For dozens of years, the hot technology
ships of the Chout Empire have battled the cold
technology ships of Blink Blinks above the
planet of Baghdad in the Sixth Lower Galaxy.
For years the Blink Blinks had been able to
hold onto the world against the Chout attacks.
Recently a new Chout war fleet appeared
above the planet. The two massive war fleets
fought a long and costly battle in which both
space fleets were completely destroyed. During
the course of the battle, the planetary atmosphere erupted into a series of huge firestorms,
hundreds of miles wide. As the vast nuclear fires
continued to blaze above the planet, all life was
incinerated, leaving Baghdad devoid of life
forms. In all, 2,800 Blink Blink Mega-Cities,
containing billions of colonists, were lost in a
fiery blaze which consumed the planet.
—Duane Wilcoxson
Empire Games, Inc.
Realms of Sword and Thunder
A goodwife was captured from Kreeya,
amidst rumors by some that she was a witch. In
any case, she is now believed to be the unwilling bride of the sorceror Anasarkus. Meanwhile,
Erca Tireach is believed to be plotting against
Anasarkus' Order of the White Star for completely different reasons.
Christmas saw new maneuverings in Coventry, with the birth of an heir complicating an
already tangled power struggle there. The child's
future may be in doubt.
Most players are looking forward to the
spring thaw, with many expectations of renewed
military action along the Saxon frontier. After
using a mild winter to build their strength,
many players are looking forward to their first
experience of large-scale combat.
It is rumored that a new elite branch of
royal forces may be thrown into sea action at
that time, as well.
—Christopher D. Peterson
Flying Buffalo, Inc.
Flying Buffalo, Inc., is proud to announce
the acquisition of Feudal Lords by John van de
Graaf. This is an economic, military, and
politcagmefMdvEnla,whertobjc
of the game is to become King of England.
Rules are available from Flying Buffalo for one
dollar.
We are also pleased to announce the purchase
of another computer. That makes six, in case
anyone was curious.
—Rick Loomis
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CAR WARS
REFERENCE
SCREEN
This cardboard screen has
three 8½" x 11" panels
with all the charts, tables,
and diagrams for CAR WARS
adventure — plus a complete
index of CAR WARS material
— and new large-sized vehicle
and pedestrian record sheets
that you can photocopy!
$5.00

The SUPER-SUPPLEMENT for two great roleplaying games — written by Aaron Allston. Now
CHAMPIONS players can enjoy autoduelling . . . and
CAR WARS fans can add helicopters and superheroes to
their games. You do not need both games for AUTODUEL
CHAMPIONS — it works with either one! This 56-page
book includes two ready-to-play adventures, an 11"x17" sheet
of full-color counters, a large double-sided bind-in map, and a
color cover by Denis Loubet.
$10.00

Box 18957-F, Austin, TX 78760
Ask at your hobby shop — or order by mail from SI Games.
Please add 50¢ per item (unless you're an SG or FG subscriber).

STUCK FOR AN ADVENTURE?

NO PROBLEM.
Warehouse 23 sells high-quality
game adventures and supplements
in print and PDF formats.
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Free downloadable adventures for
GURPS and In Nomine!
Fun gaming accessories – shot glasses,
shirts, specialty six-siders, and more!
PDFs from Atlas Games, Amarillo Design
Bureau, Goodman Games, and
many others – plus gems from
the up-and-comers.
Original material for Transhuman Space
and new GURPS supplements from
Kenneth Hite, Phil Masters, David Pulver,
Sean Punch, and William Stoddard!
Fully searchable files of GURPS Fourth
Edition supplements.
Digital editions of out-of-print classics,
from Orcslayer and the complete run of ADQ
to GURPS China and GURPS Ice Age.
Buy boardgames and roleplaying PDFs in
the same order! Download digital purchases
again whenever you need to.

®

STEVE JACKSON GAMES
warehouse23.com

